
 

 

DWARVES • FEFU: The DVD • (2006 MVD) 
 Rufus Blisters  rates it:  

DWARVES 
FEFU: The DVD 
(MVD) 
 
Blag Dahlia!! HEWHOCANNOTBENAMED!! SUICIDE GIRLS!! BLOOD!! DUMBFUCKS 
GETTING KNOCKED THE FUCK OUT!! 
 
What DOESN’T this 2-hour dvd have?! (well, except maybe a way to turn my CAPS lock 
off on my computer!) With a ton of vintage highlights from shows all across this great 
land, including footage from a filthy dive in Champaign, IL from 1989, where the whole 
places goes completely apeshit during “Drugstore”, and total chaos erupts, to what appears to be a 
deserted Pizza Shoppe right here in Kansas City, where a very young Dwarves (1989) proceeds to reek 
mayhem on all three of the mesmerized spectators in attendance.  
 
Along with all the rare live footage, there is also two interviews in their entirety. The first is from 1992 with 
the interviewer looking like he just woke up from a four day stupor, and the band fucking with him from 
start to finish. The other is from 2005 with just Blag and Hewhocannotbenamed, and two very giddy 
European girlies, who Blag woes with impeccable charm. When asked what has inspired them all of these 
years, Blag informs us of the secret of Dwarves existence..(“teenage girls, braces and cocaine”.) Like there 
could be any other motivation for this pack of timeless legends!  
 
And of course, how could I almost forget the video for “FEFU”! Take a room full of naked Suicide Girls, 
endless gallons of fake blood, and WAY to many snippets of Hewhocannotbenamed baring it all, and that 
would be what these fuckers would refer to as a “hard days work”. Nothing like getting groped by a pack of 
crimson-covered freaks from all over the world over and over again. Luckily for us, the fidgety cameraman 
is just as much a fan of scantily clad/naked lassies as most of us are, and in the “behind-the-scenes” 40-
plus minute featurette, we basically are treated to a endless barrage of succulent nudies wiggling and 
giggling as they prepare for one scene after the next. Make sure to turn the volume down on this part, 
these girls got about as much personality as a bag of unsalted peanuts!  
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